
STUDENSTS REPORT: ACTIVITIES BEFOR AND DURING THE 

MEETING.  

 

Celje od 11. do 16.05.2012. 

 

 
NAME, CLASS: 

Mihovil 

Kavčid 2K 

PREPARATION 

 

 

 

 DIRECT ACTIVITIES IN WORKLINES, BUT ALSO IN OTHER 

ACTIVITIES.  

COOPERATION WITH STUDENTS 

FROM OTHER SCHOOLS. WHAT, 

HOW AND WHEN.  

11.05.2012.  

 

We arrived in Celje in the morning but we didn’t saw the whole 

Good morning flashlight.  

Workline A “Locomotive” 

Croatia is in Locomotive 3 group. We were working with 

Austria-Ful, Denmark, Finland, Italy, and Luxemburg. Denmark 

showed us their model of chassis and transmission and Italy 

showed us their locomotive designs. We discussed about type 

of electric motor. And at which  speed should the train ride 

and why.  

Lunch break, I had  lunch in the  school's cafeteria. 

Haidenhain workshop  

I went to the HDH workshop where I learned the fundamentals 

of the program. 

Workline B “Wagon components “ 

Because of the HDH workshop I was a little late for the wheel 

design group so I only caught a few decisions that the group 

made. 

At the end of hard working day I was listening to other group’s 

I met some students from 

Finland,Ireland and Austria. 



reports.   

  

12.05.2012. I went to school to listen Good morning flashlight .  

Workline C “European Electronic Map” 

Croatia is supervisor in this group. I went to the panel and desk 

group where they discussed the appearance  and design of the 

panel and the desk. 

Lunch break, I had lunch at  school cafeteria.  

Workline B “Wagon components”  

Again I went to the wheel design group where we discussed 

the overall design  of the wheel and the material and why that 

material. 

Haidenhain workshop   

I took another HDH workshop where we learned the more 

advanced procedures and operations. 

Workline D “Supporting Tasks”  

I singed up myself for the “Online questionnaire” but I was late 

to the group meeting because of the HDH workshop. 

 

13.05.2012. Cultural and sightseeing day.  

We visited Lipica. Lipica is famous place because of horses. I 

learned a pretty much about horses. After guided tour we 

went to restaurant. After lunch we were on the way to 

Postojna. Postojna is famous because of Postojna’s cave. It is a 

one of the biggest caves in the world. It was great, the cave is 

amazing. On out way to Celje we stopped in Ljubljana. 

Ljubljana is a capital of Slovenia and it is also a largest 

Slovenian city. I went on city tour by myself. Ljubljana is a 

peaceful place. We came to Celje in the evening.   

I talked with the other students 

about the horses and the Postojna 

cave. 

14.05.2012. I went to school to listen Good morning flashlight.  

On Monday teacher from my school came to Celje. One of the 

electrician students talked to him about the solution to the 

electronic gimmicks . 

Workline B “Wagon Components”  

I went to the wheel design group discussed that the material 

should be fixed and wheel design should also be fixed . We also 

changed every decision we made on Friday. 

Lunch break, I had lunch at school's cafeteria.  

Later in the evening I met some 

Slovenians and went out with them. 



Workline A “Locomotive”  

We were talking about future plans like the locomotive design 

so I exchanged emails with students from Italy and Finland. 

Workline B “Wagon Components”  

At the wheel design group we discussed about the pros and 

cons of our decisions about the wheels and the material's .We 

also discussed the idea of an a rubber O-ring and an elastic ring 

that holds the wheel's on the axel's. We also discussed the 

homework for every school and it was decided that every 

school should produce wheels for their wagon. 

Workline C “European electronic map”  

I went to the desk an panel design group where they decided 

that the homework for every school should be to produce your 

country plastic panel puzzle piece and bring it to Finland. 

Workline D “Supporting tasks”  

We agreed that every school should make at least 8 questions 

with 2 incorrect and 1 correct answer in 4 groups until 1st of 

June.   

15.05.2012. Company visit and sightseeing day. 

The bus picked us up at the students centre.  We went uphill to 

the Old Castle of Celje. From Old Castle we were looking at the 

city Celje. View from the hill is wonderful. After Castle we were 

on our way to Emo orodjarna Company.  It’s a pretty big 

company with more than 180 people working. We took a 

guided tour around the factory. After that we went to a City 

centre Celje. We were shopping for about 1.30 hours. At 12.30 

we were on our way to Unior Žreče Company. Unior is a 

famous Slovenian factory because they are making machines 

for VW, BMW, Audi and more famous companies. At the end 

of our tour we went to Žiče. There is an old Carthusian 

Monastery and the oldest running restaurant in Europe. 

Restaurant is very special because we were eating without any 

spoons, knifes or forks.  

At the end: we said Goodbye to our train family.  

I said farewell to my new frends to 

next meeting. 

16.05.2012. I got up early and left for Zagreb from Celje railway station.   

EVALUATION 

OF THE 

MEETING, 

COMMENTS, 

NOTES  

I had a great time in Celje, I meet alot of new people and learned alot on this project.I improved my 

english skills ane im really proud to be a member of the Trin familly. 

 


